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Anyone interested in the history of Black Mountain College, the poets, artists, composers and 
dancers associated with that vanguard institution, will find Martha King’s Outside/Inside 
fascinating and absolutely essential. A glossary of the dramatis personae at the end of the book 
includes 16 pages of names, all those King and her artist husband Baz have known intimately in 
their adventurous bohemian lives from the fifties to the present day, “just outside the art 
world’s inside” as the book’s subtitle specifies.  

The Kings were deep insiders in the post-war avant-garde, close to well-known figures (Frank 
O’Hara, Paul Blackburn, Franz Kline, Willem De Kooning, James Rosenquist, Charles Olson 
et al) if never (until now!) receiving the critical attention they clearly deserve. It is a wife’s 
testament, not only to her own extraordinary wit and creativity, working at a myriad of jobs to 
support her husband and two daughters, and a moving testimony to her artist husband always 
on the lip of major discovery in the cutthroat art world. Yet Baz not only persisted in his art, 
throwing off the burden of Ab Ex to find his own way, he also became a surprising poet, 
following in the wake of such strong poets all, but who added the stunning authority of a plastic 
artist to generate a poem that opens the sluice gates with acuity, oddity and imagination, 
packing in art and life.  

Baz arrived in the USA after the war, a Jewish refugee from war-torn Britain who met Martha, 
from a genteel literary and society background, whose path to 50s domesticity was quickly 
thrown off by a three month stay at Black Mountain, just as the school is about to die, Olson 
receiving her in his chair his great size horizontal. Then she sees him dancing with Connie 
Hancock, the giant bending horizontal to hold her.   

The Kings are survivors from the truly radical bohemia so celebrated today in the figures that 
“made it”—the artists whose work commands gigantic prices and the writers whose lives by 
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now are so celebrated and mythologized, severed from the circumstances of isolation and small 
group adhesiveness that surrounded them way back when. Such a record as Martha King 
provides is doubly valuable then. She never puts on airs. The writing is sure and swift, obliquely 
and affectionately remembering “the company” as Creeley called it, with whom she and Baz 
shared their adventures of “dignified poverty” --  Paul Goodman’s term to describe seriousness 
art of the fifties before big money changed everything . They did all that and raised two 
daughters as others did (Hettie Jones is a close friend), with needed emphasis on the women 
who juggled creative lives with pressing everyday obligations.  

As a primary witness, Martha King also corrects the record. In one case, the bad faith of the first 
historian of Black Mountain College, Martin Duberman who interviewed them both. When 
asked for transcripts, he told them they didn’t exist. Yet Duberman used their words and those 
of others without attribution (“as a resident said…”) and only many years later were the Kings 
sent the written transcripts that “didn’t exist” deposited in the North Carolina Historical 
Society, evidence of rank opportunism. Duberman’s book did bring Black Mountain to the 
fore, yet his chapters on the Olson years were scandalously slack and weak, first relying 
completely on Creeley and then fudging the chapter on Olson, who wouldn’t talk to him. In 
the face of true bohemian poverty and rigor, Duberman called undue attention to himself, 
writing a “new” kind of “participatory history” appropriating badly the freedom of true avant-
garde writing. He then completely mischaracterizes Olson’s influence and reputation, saying he 
would be remembered only as a radical educator (which he so dramatically was!) but not as a 
poet. Of course Olson has long since taken his place as the major figure he is with a significant 
criticism that places him not only in the line of Williams and Pound and the objectivists but in 
the visionary company of Thoreau, Melville and Whitman, as well as historians and ecologists 
who have discovered what it meant to work to recover “an actual earth of value.” 

Happily, the Black Mountain Museum in Ashville has honored both Martha and Basil King, 
correcting the record and showering light on two such significant artists, recognizing how 
demonstrably they kept faith with their contemporaries. Martha’s description of how they met 
and lived as artists carries the authority that those living then in a wild brave and isolated 
bohemia risking all in the post-war culture that went the other way toward the besotted 
materialism that chokes us today. The places they lived, first in the financial district at the 
Battery, then in the loft days when artists homesteaded industrial spaces without amenities, 
fugitive and pioneer long before designer spaces cashed in.    

Meeting in San Francisco, Martha and Baz, soon decamped for New York to join the endlessly 
over-mythologized scene at the Cedar Bar, where the politics of rich painters in Le Roi Jones’ 
title took over, taken up by the gallerists who catered to the super rich. Frank O’Hara for a too 
brief moment seemed to be the one who kept everyone “on time” as the big guns drank and 
pronounced in the posse of accelerating male aggression. There is a vast literature of memoir 
and biography, but when the real raw record appears we recognize it. For it still has “the dirt on 
the roots,” as Olson advised. Thus their particular animus against Duberman, hitching a ride 
with the wild ones who went unacknowledged.  



Since the painters who defined the time made it so big, those who were also present at the 
creation provide a late integrity of witness and participation that should humble us all. It takes 
on a poignancy that is a sharp double-edged sword. As it cut inwardly, it now cuts outwardly in 
the Kings’ work, repudiating the mercenary forces of economy and fashion that consumed 
culture turning it all into branding, all the obscenities that the Kings resisted, living and 
working as they did.   

   

 

   


